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Introduction

Initial experimental evaluation of a new polyurethane shape memory polyner (PU-SMP) subjected to uniaxial
tension carrięd out at different stlain rates is presented. The stress and strain data were recorded and temperature

changes from the SMP specimen surface was deternrined using fast and sensitive infrared camera. Basing on the

mechanical characteristics and their relevant temperature changes, the SMP thernromechanical properties have been

stLrdied. lnfluence of the strain rate on the SMP temperature, its structure and behaviour are discussed. Identification
of the PU-SMP parameters for onc-dimensional rheological model proposed by Tobushi et. ttl. will be performed.

Experimental Results and Discussion

ln order to learn more about the new polymer, a dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was performed |]. The DMA
was carried out in tension rvith fiequency of tbrce osoillation I l-lz and heating rate 2oClmin. Results shown in Table
I sLrggest that the PU-SMP material fulfills sonre preliminary demands to function as shape menlory polymer.
Name|y, a high glass e|astic modulus E.*'(l500 MPa), proper value of the rubber modułus E,'(l5 MPa) and a high
ratio of E.'/ l),. ' ( I 00) we re obtained. The T. valuc take n as thc m idpoint o f'glass transition re gion is I 9oC.

Tuhle L Results o/ DMA obtained.for pobturetltane shape mentory polynter denoted by MM 2520

SanrDlc Ll'n [MPa] T., (as tan 6 peak) ["Cl tr', IMPal li'o/l i ',

MM 2520 I 500 t9 l5 r00

Schcmatic of investigation of PU-SM P mechanical characteristics and temperatule changes is slrown in Fig. l.
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f:igure l. Schematit: diagrunl o.f.ilnestigatiott o/'S/VlP mechanit,tll cltaracteristit:s und tenlperature t:hąnges
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The results, namely a true stress (left) and specimen temperature change (right) versus true strain, obtained during
tension at room temperature (23 "C) with strain rates 2x l0-rs-r, 2x l00s-r and 2xl0rs-l till rupture, are shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2.,t/ress vs, strain (left) and tentperature change vs. strain (right)for SMP tension witlt various strain rates

It is seen that the initial monotonic stress increase, related to the reorientatron ofthe polyurethane molecular chains

! l, is followed by stress dlop noticed at strain value of approxinrately 1.4. The stress drop can be related to the SMP
crystallization phenomenon, observed as the sample rvhitening. The ultimate true strains are over 1.8. The higher
strain rate, the higher temperature changes were obtained, since the process was more close to adiabatic conditions.
The maximal values,recordedtothesamplerupture,werel8Kfor2xl0-rs'l,37Kfor2x100s'1 and44Kforl0rs-l.
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Figure 3. ,Slress oattd te,nperoture change ,1T versus strain.fbr SMP initial tension vvith ttarious straiu rates

The initial stage of the SMP defornration is presented in Fig. 3. The yield strength increases upon increase of the

strain rate. The initial elastic strain rs acconlpanied by a temperature decrease - thermoelastic effect. lt is worth
noting that the nraxinrunr ternperature drop, related to the rxaterial yield point [2], also depends on the strain rate.
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